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Living with disability
Atmen, bis die Flut kommt

review

Breathing Till the Tide Comes In is an honest and unflinching novel

about the immense challenges of bringing up a disabled child. The

fluid prose is interspersed with graphic sections, forming a highly

effective dual-perspective narrative, and affording the reader unique

insights into the mind of the novel’s graphic designer protagonist.

When Konrad embarks on a tumultuous affair with the impulsive and

enigmatic Paule it all feels like a lot of fun. The two go travelling

together and try to break free of social convention. Everything

changes abruptly when Paule becomes pregnant. Unable to deal with

a newborn baby she tries to abandon it several times, even before

she realises that there is something the matter with her child. One

day Paule disappears for good and Konrad is faced with the almost

unbearable situation of having to bring up his disabled daughter Lio

on his own, without a regular income or any help from his family. As

he realises the severity of Lio’s disabilities and that she is always

going to need special care, the struggle takes him to breaking point.

He can barely make time for his graphic novel projects and becomes

increasingly disillusioned.

After years of hospital rounds and therapy sessions, dealing with

innumerable everyday challenges and alienation from his peers, he

meets and falls in love with Josefine. She understands his situation

and is the only person capable of reawakening a sense of joy in him.

Yet can he, who has given up so much of himself, really claim a piece

of happiness? Does he need to decide between two lives, without
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hope of reconciling the two? Eventually Konrad drives his teenage

daughter to the coast, ‘to see the snow falling’ as he puts it to her. But

Konrad’s real aim is to leave Lio and regain the longed-for freedom of

his old life.

Rothmaier’s novel draws on her own experiences of looking after a

disabled child and tackles difficult questions head-on, in all their moral

complexity. It asks about the notion of normality and what it means to

fall outside of it, as well as the idea of absolute freedom and whether

this is an impossible ideal. The fine writing is deeply realistic but also

lyrical, paying attention to the tiniest of details. Small moments of

happiness, such as a late-night drink on the balcony after Konrad’s

daughter has gone to sleep, are pinpointed in few words. Rothmaier

is an assured writer with a style all of her own

press quotes

‘From the first sentence, Beate Rothmaier’s novel hits

us in the heart and the mind, captivating with precise,

sharply hewn and yet smoothly poetic language. It will

deeply affect readers.’ – P.S.

‘The novel maintains its suspense through surprising

twists and turns. The intense language will keep

readers breathless. This book is more than just a report

on the topic of prenatal diagnosis and dealing with

being different: it makes literary claims, and then lives

up to them.’– Tages-Anzeiger

‘As with her previous novel, Beate Rothmaier proves to

be an empathetic and gifted storyteller.’

– Deutschlandradio-Kultur

‘Beate Rothmaier encounters her difficult material with

great narrative force and sensitivity. In poetic images

and at times sharp strokes, she draws a picture of

being human that will glow for a long time on the retina

…’

– WDR5
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theatres and publishing houses, and as an advertising copywriter and

freelance author. She received several awards for her debut

novel Caspar (2005), including the Friedrich Hölderlin Promotion
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